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STEUBEN shows in its Antique Room a remarkable display of 17th and 18th century English and Irish glass. Assembled in London over a period of years by an eminent antiquarian from outstanding British collectors, it surpasses exhibits of many museums and is the largest and most complete of its kind in America. The illustrations on the following pages present a few rare and useful objects available for purchase from the collection.

On the opposite page is a unique early goblet with plain stem and large cup shaped bowl on which is engraved a portrait of the Old Pretender in a circle surmounted by a Royal Crown. Underneath, inscribed on a scroll is the quotation; “Though he fall, he shall not be utterly cast down, for the Lord upholdeth him with His hand.” P.37, V. 24. One of the rarest known Jacobite drinking glasses and figured as plate 29 in “Rare English Glasses of the 17th and 18th Century”, (Bles). From the Joseph Bles collection. 8” high. England circa 1715-1720.
A rare Irish water jug of unusual shape with star, arch and sunflower cutting. Shaped top with plain handle and plain circular scalloped foot.

9½" high. Ireland circa 1780.
A very fine early boat shaped bowl decorated with a border of festoons, fine diamonds and stars and band of leaf cutting. Scalloped edge, multi-knopped stem and oval flute moulded foot. 13¼" long.  
Ireland circa 1780.
Pair of Regency two-light candelabra with slice cut candle arms and ormolu mounted nozzles. Tall sleeve centre spires with shower fitments hung with pear-shaped drops. Surmounted by pineapple finials. Square bases with slice cut columns.

26½" high. 

England circa 1810.
Early 18th century green wine flagon with unusual handle, bulbous body and long neck. Applied seal with full coat-of-arms. 10½" high. England circa 1720.
A rare circular middlestand or footed tray decorated on the underside with flat lozenge diamonds and the edge cut in scallops and points. Supported on plain conical foot with folded edge. 14½" diameter 4" high. Ireland circa 1780.
An unusual service of Irish glass decorated with circular facets and horizontal flute cutting, consisting of: 12 finger-bowls — 10 water goblets — 11 wine glasses — 2 decanters — 1 claret jug — 1 water jug.

Ireland circa 1810.
Set of twelve rare jelly glasses with long tapering bowls decorated with diamond shaped faceted cutting. Scalloped tops, panelled circular feet. 4\(\frac{3}{4}\)" high. Ireland *circa* 1780.
A very important pair of early faceted candlesticks with straight nozzles. Domed circular feet with flat cutting and scalloped edges.

10\(\frac{3}{4}\)" high.

Ireland circa 1775.
Set of ten early wine glasses of brilliant quality with ribbed bowls and notch cutting. Faceted stems and plain circular feet. 5" high. Ireland circa 1790.
One of a pair of oval upright lemon holders or salt cellars decorated with flat panel cutting. 3½” high.

One of a pair of pepper castors with flat elongated diamonds, arch cutting. 4¾” high. Ireland circa 1780.
Left, Decanter, semi-ship shaped, engraved leafage and band of stars with moulded flutes at base. Flat circular stopper with hatched moulding, impressed on the base with mark of Waterloo Co., Cork. Right, Full size illustration of Waterloo Co. mark on base of the decanter.

A museum specimen. Cork, Ireland circa 1815.
Left, Farmer's bucket bowl goblet engraved "God speed the plough."
7 1/8" high. England circa 1795.

Center, Tumbler engraved "Success to Navigation", hops and barley.
7" high. England circa 1790.

Right, Goblet engraved "George Naunton" and Sunderland Bridge.
Interesting pair of circular bowls and covers decorated on the body with panelled diamonds. Swirl and arch cut lids with faceted handles. 6¼" high. Ireland circa 1780.
Set of six early ice plates, deep centers and flat, scalloped edge rims, decorated with triangular facets and parallel line cutting.  
6½" diameter.  
Ireland circa 1785.
A very rare set of early Irish tumblers decorated all over with flat lozenge diamond and festoon cutting and star cut bases. Set of four 5" high and matching pair 4" high. Ireland circa 1780.
Very rare early punch ladle of the Ravenscroft period with gadroon moulded bowl and long rib moulded handle with hooked end.

9½" long. England circa 1680.
Large goblet with ovoid bowl engraved with Masonic emblems and initials J.E.W. Plain circular foot signed "Young" on the underside.  
9¾" high. England circa 1800.